2o6	BYZANTINE EDUCATION
(i) encydios faideusiS) (2) 'grammar', and (3) 'higher learning',
i.e. rhetoric and philosophy.
Again 'grammar' by which 'Hellenic speech is regulated*
commonly means the second stage in a boy's education,
'orthography' or encyclics faideusis in the sense of 'rudiments'
being the first. But as taught by Nicetas and described by
Psellus 'orthography' is synonymous with Grammatike^ or
again 'grammar' is treated by the biographer of the seventh-
century Maximus the Confessor as part of encyclios faideusis,
and by the thirteenth-century George Acropolites as its
equivalent. Sometimes 'grammar' covers all subjects that
might be taught in a secondary school—literature, history,
metre, geometry, and geography—and thus precedes
rhetoric; sometimes, together with rhetoric, it forms a part
of more advanced education. Finally 'philosophy', generally
regarded as 'the art of arts and science of sciences'—the
'heights', towering above encyclios paideusis^ grammar and
rhetoric alike—is found in certain passages to include the
quadrivium> elsewhere differentiated as 'the four servants of
true knowledge' with philosophy as their mistress. The
letters of Synesius show that under Hypatia at Alexandria
the 'mysteries of philosophy' comprised mathematics and
physics. In common parlance 'philosophy' covered not only
ethics and speculative ideas, but also logic and dialectic;
being, as we have just said, essentially 'Hellenic' and 'foreign'
it was not without danger, and the clergy especially needed
to handle it judiciously or they might fall from orthodoxy.
We have then to admit that neither the names nor the
sequence of the different branches of Byzantine education
are very clear to us. School and university subjects seem to
have overlapped. St. Gregory Nazianzen and St. Basil, full-
grown men who had passed through their encyclios paideusis
while in Cappadocia and had later studied in other schools,
worked in the University of Athens at grammar, metres,
politics, and history, as well as at rhetoric, philosophy, and
medicine. The study of medicine up to a certain point
figured in general education. Professionals like Caesarius,
who was given "first rank among the doctors' in Constanti-
nople, doubtless had a full practical training, but educated
people generally, like St. Basil, Photius, Psellus, and Anna

